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PART-A 

1. What is conventional  ignition system? 

 The conventional ignition system gets its electrical voltage either from battery or 

dynamo, which will be boosted to a very high voltage due to which spark is produced in the 

cylinder to combust the mixture. 

2. Define common rail injection system. 

A common rail which is maintaining high fuel pressure is connected to individual fuel 

injectors of a multi cylinder engine. 

3. What is Gasoline Direct Injection? 

The gasoline (petrol) is directly  into the cylinder  at the end of compression stroke as 

diesel engine. 

4. What is unit injection system?    

             It is an integrated direct fuel injection system for diesel engines,  combining the injector 

nozzle and the injection pump in a single component 

 

5. What is a rotary distributor? 

             The rotary distributor has a rotating element, which releases a high intensity spark to the 

individual spark plugs according to the engine firing order. 

    

6. What is the function of a spark plug? 

            The spark plug is a device to produce electric spark to ignite the compressed air-fuel 

mixture inside the cylinder. 

       

7. What is an Electronic  ignition system? 

           The ignition system, in which the mechanical contact pointsare replaced by electronic 

triggering and switching devices, is known as electronic ignition system 

.   

8. What are the functions  of Turbo chargers? 

• To produce more power from the same size engine 

• To provide the altitude compensation 

• To improve more complete combustion & hence less emissions 

9. Why the engine emissions to be controlled? 

Some of the engine emissions are carcinogenic. Moreover, the engine emissions 

led to green house effect. For these reasons, the engine emissions need to be controlled. 



10. What are the advantages  of petrol injection? 

a. High power can be developed 

b. It has quick starting characteristics 

c. It has lowest specific fuel consumption 

d. Less engine emissions than carbureted engines 

11. What  is super  charging? 

The process of increasing the density of inducted charge/ air is known as 

supercharging. It is performed for the following reasons. 

• To produce more power from the same size engine 

• To provide the altitude compensation 

• To improve more complete combustion & hence less emissions 

12. What is meant by carburetion in I.C engine? 

The method of preparing the air-fuel mixture in an IC engine is known as carburetion. 

The device used for this purpose is known as carburetor. 

13.  What are the advantages  of electronic  fuel injection system over conventional  

injection? 

• Cold starting is easier 

• High fuel economy 

• Less engine emissions 

• Quick response to varying engine operating conditions 

14. What are the functions of generator and starting motor? 

The function of the generator is to produce electricity to charge the battery. The 

starting motor is used to crank the engine during the starting condition. 

15.  What is the function of an ignition system in I.C engine? 

The function of an ignition system is to ignite the air-fuel mixture at the end of the 

compression stroke. 

16.  State the requirements of ignition system? And state its types 

• It should consume minimum of power and produce high intensity spark 

across spark plug electrodes 

• It should have a sufficient spark duration which is sufficient to establish 

burning of air-fuel mixture under all operating conditions 

• It should provide sufficient ignition energy over the entire speed range of the 

engine 

• Good performance at high speed 

• Longer life of contact breaker points and spark plug 

• Adjustment of spark advance with speed and load 

Types: 

o Battery ignition 

o Magneto ignition 

o Electronic ignition 

  



17.  What is the ignition advance? 

When the speed of the engine increases, the ignition timing also needs to be 

advanced for proper combustion. This process is known as ignition advance. 

18. List the different  methods  of battery chargin g. 

• Constant current charging 

• Constant voltage charging 

• High rate charging 

• Slow rate charging 

19. State the principle of working of an A.C.Generator. 

The basic principle of ac generator is electromagnetic induction when a coil of a 

conductor moves in a magnetic field the electrons in it starts moving because of attraction 

and repulsion of magnetic field. Thus, an emf is induced in it. 

20. In what  respect does a Dynamo differ from an Alternator? 

   i).Dynamo produces Direct Current (DC), while Alternator produced Alternating 

Current (AC)  which can be converted to DC using rectifiers 

   ii) Alternator is lighter  in construction than dynamo for the same output. 

 

PART - B 

 

1. Explain the working principle of electronic ignition system 

 

ANSWER: 

 
Electronic ignition system 

 

                    The increased requirements for ignition systems could not be met by the 

conventional inductive ignition system since 1960. The introduction of new exhaust 

emission criteria in 1965 and the demand for improved fuel economy in 1975, have 

forced to use electronics into ignition system to meet the statutory requirements for a 

vehicle. Legislative requirements and driver demands for better engine performance, 



added to the manufacturer‟s marketing strategy to offer a more sophisticated vehicle are 

the impetus for electronic innovation in this field. 

 

                    Electronic ignition system is developed to reduce emissions, increase 

mileage and improve reliability. Electronic ignition system produce stronger spark which 

is required to burn the lean mixture in the combustion chamber. Electronic ignition 

systems differ from conventional ignition systems in the distributor components. 

                    For ignition , an electric spark is required. Such a spark is produced when the 

positive and negative terminals of battery are shorted for a fraction of second leading to 

electric discharge and spark occurs. Only such a small amount of spark is sufficient to 

ignite the air fuel mixture of an automobile system for example. 

Parts 

 Battery 

 Ignition switch 

 Ignition control module 

 Ignition coil 

 Ignition distributor 

 Spark plug 

 

2. Discuss the merits and demerits of electronic ignition system (8) 

ANSWER:  

Advantages of electronic ignition system:  

- Better starting 

- Better fuel mileage 

- More reliable 

- More power 

Disadvantages:  

- Can't be fixed thus you're stuck on the water when they fail  

- More expensive 

- If your distributor suffers from points bounce at very high RPM, this system won't 

change that. While the contacts will never wear out you may need to adjust your point‟s 

gap periodically, to compensate any wiper wear. 



3. With a suitable sketch, explain the Electronically controlled gasoline injection system 

(16) 

ANSWER: 

Gasoline Injection 

The major advantage of any type of fuel injection system is accurate control of the 

quantity of fuel injected into the engine. The basic principle of a fuel injection is that if 

gasoline is supplied to an injector at a constant differential pressure, then the amount of fuel 

injected is directly proportional to the injector open time. 

A gasoline injection system, which delivers the correct quantity of highly atomised fuel at 

each inlet valve of the engine, provides the following advantages, when compared with a 

normal carburettor and manifold layout. 

               (i) Lower exhaust pollution. 

              (ii) Lower fuel consumption.  

      (iii) Higher power output. 

             (iv) Smoother engine operation due to an even power output from each cylinder. 

             (v) Uniform supply of anti-knock additives to each cylinder. 

             (vi) Automatic adjustment of the air-fuel ratio to suit operating conditions. 

Layout of gasoline injection systems.  

A. Multi-point injection.  

B. Single point injection.  

 

Single point injection 



 

Multi point fuel injection 

4. With a neat sketch, explain the Electronically controlled diesel injection system. (16) 

            Electronic Diesel Control is a diesel engine fuel injection control system for the 

precise metering and delivery of fuel into the combustion chamber of modern diesel 

engines used in trucks and cars. 

Components:  

 Injection pump speed sensor - monitors pump rotational speed 

 Fuel rack position sensor - monitors pump fuel rack position 

 Charge air pressure sensor - measures pressure side of the turbocharger 

 Fuel pressure sensor 

 Air cleaner vacuum pressure sensor 

 Engine position sensor 

 Temperature sensors - measure various operating temperatures 

Operation: 

The injection of fuel or the quantity of injected fuel has a decisive influence on 

engine starting, idling, power and emissions. The engine ECU is programmed 

("mapped") with relevant data to where the fuel rack position has an equivalent signal for 

the amount of fuel being injected.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Diesel_engine_scania_113e-380&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuel_injection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combustion_chamber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truck
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Fuel_rack&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operating_temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engine_control_unit


The driver requests the torque or engine speed requirements via accelerator pedal 

potentiometer thereby sending a signal to the engine ECU which then, depending on 

its mapping and data collected from various sensors, calculates in real time the quantity 

of injected fuel required, thus altering the fuel rack to the required position.  

The driver can also input additional commands such as idle speed increase to 

compensate. 

 

ECDI 

5. Explain the turbo charging system with neat sketch 

ANSWER: 

Turbocharger is a unique machine that uses the exhaust of an engine to provide an extra charge 

of air to the engine cylinders. Lets take a look at its constructional features and working 

principles. 

Mainly two type of compressors are used in a turbocharger. 

 Centrifugal compressors 

 Axial flow compressors 

Centrifugal compressors are generally used in applications where the size of turbocharger is to be 

kept small, for e.g., turbocharger in automotive system. 

Axial flow compressors are used in applications of larger radial units where internal 

modifications might be needed. They are most efficient with engines using heavy oils. 



Main Parts 

There are three main parts of a turbocharger: 

 Turbine 

 Impeller / Compressor 

 Central Hub 

Working 

The turbine uses energy from the exhaust gases to convert heat energy into rotational motion. 

This rotational motion of turbine drives the compressor, which draws in ambient air from the 

surrounding and pumps compressed air with high density and pressure into the intake manifold. 

The exhaust gas enters the turbine inlet side of the turbocharger through a pressurized chamber 

and a series of filters. The nozzle blade rings concentrates the exhaust gas on to the turbine 

wheel. The movement of the turbine wheel rotates the shaft which in turn rotates the impellor of 

the compressor. A part of this air goes to the labyrinths seal from the outlet side of the turbine. 

 

Turbocharger 

6. What is 3 way Catalytic converter? Explain its working principle. 

ANSWER: 

catalytic converter 

In the modern three-way catalytic converter, uncombusted fuel residues are oxidized with 

oxygen to produce carbon dioxide and water, nitrogen oxides are converted to ubiquitous 

nitrogen, and toxic carbon monoxide is oxidized with oxygen to carbon dioxide. 



Working: 

       Three-way catalytic converters (TWC) have the additional advantage of controlling 

the emission of nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide (both together abbreviated 

with NOx and not to be confused with nitrous oxide), which are precursors to acid 

rain and smog. 

 A three-way catalytic converter has three simultaneous tasks: 

1. Reduction of nitrogen oxides to nitrogen and oxygen: 2 NOx → x O2 + N2 

2. Oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide: 2 CO + O2 → 2 CO2 

3. Oxidation of unburnt hydrocarbons (HC) to carbon dioxide and water: CxH2x+2 + 

[(3x+1)/2] O2 → x CO2 + (x+1) H2O. 

Diesel engines : 

For compression-ignition (i.e., diesel engines), the most commonly used catalytic converter is 

the diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC). DOCs contain palladium, platinum and aluminium oxide, all 

of which serve as catalysts to oxidize the hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide with oxygen to 

form carbon dioxide and water. 

2 CO + O2 → 2 CO2 

CxH2x+2 + [(3x+1)/2] O2 → x CO2 + (x+1) H2O 

 

Catalytic converter 
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7. Explain common rail direct injection system with neat sketch. 

ANSWER: 

Common Rail Direct Injection (CRDi): 

Most modern engine's fuel systems use „Common Rail Direct Injection‟ or CRDi which is an 

advanced technology. Specifically, the term „CRDi‟ commonly refers to diesel engines. 

Although, there is a similar technology which the petrol engines also use, however, it is known 

as Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) or Fuel Stratified Injection (FSI). Both these technologies 

have a similarity in design since they consist of a common “fuel-rail” which supply fuel 

to injectors. However, they considerably differ from each other in pressures & type of fuel used. 

Components of CRDi System – 

1. High Pressure Fuel Pump  

2. Common Fuel Rail  

3. Injectors 

 4. Engine Control Unit 

Working of CRDi - 

A high-pressure pump supplies pressurised fuel. The pump compresses the fuel at the pressures 

of about 1,000 bar or about 15,000 psi. It, then, supplies the pressurised fuel via a high-pressure 

pipe to the inlet of the fuel-rail. From there, the fuel-rail distributes the fuel to 

individual injectors which then inject it into the combustion chamber. 

Most modern CRDi engines use the Unit-Injector system with Turbocharger which increases 

power output and meets stringent emission norms. This improves engine power, throttle 

response, fuel efficiency and controls emissions. Barring some design changes, the basic 

principle & working of the CRDi technology remains primarily the same across the board. 

However, its performance depends mainly on the combustion chamber design, fuel pressures and 

the type of injectors used. 

http://crankit.in/diesel-engine/
http://crankit.in/fi-efi-mpfi-gdi/
http://crankit.in/fi-efi-mpfi-gdi/
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http://crankit.in/injector/
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http://crankit.in/injector/
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http://crankit.in/turbocharger/
http://crankit.in/injector/


 

Common Rail Direct Injection System 

  



8. Briefly discuss about Emission norms. 

ANSWER: 

Overview of the emission norms in India 

 1991 – Idle CO Limits for Petrol Vehicles and Free Acceleration Smoke for Diesel Vehicles, 

Mass Emission Norms for Petrol Vehicles. 

 1992 – Mass Emission Norms for Diesel Vehicles. 

 1996 – Revision of Mass Emission Norms for Petrol and Diesel Vehicles, mandatory fitment 

of Catalytic Converter for Cars in Metros on Unleaded Petrol. 

 1998 – Cold Start Norms Introduced. 

 2000 – India 2000 (Equivalent to Euro I) Norms, Modified IDC (Indian Driving Cycle), 

Bharat Stage II Norms for Delhi. 

 2001 – Bharat Stage II (Equivalent to Euro II) Norms for All Metros, Emission Norms for 

CNG & LPG Vehicles. 

 2003 – Bharat Stage II (Equivalent to Euro II) Norms for 13 major cities. 

 2005 – From 1 April Bharat Stage III (Equivalent to Euro III) Norms for 13 major cities. 

 2010 – Bharat Stage III Emission Norms for 2-wheelers, 3-wheelers and 4-wheelers for 

entire country whereas Bharat Stage – IV (Equivalent to Euro IV) for 13 major cities for only 

4-wheelers. Bharat Stage IV also has norms on OBD (similar to Euro III but diluted) 

 2020 – Proposed date for country to adopt Bharat Stage VI norms for cars, skipping Bharat 

Stage V 

 

 



 

 


